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About This Game

Stickman.io Figure - the continuation of the legendary game stickman warriors with ragdoll physics.

DEATH ARENA FOR STICK FIGHT

The game is an arena where fatal battles take place between the stick fight. Express your personality with bright colors and
costumes: underwear and crown or hipster beard and swimsuit? The sheriff's hat, pirate or cook stick man. What kind of crazy

image is right for you?

TWO GAMES IN ONE

Stickman.io - these are your 2 favorite games in one! Play io games Agar, Slither and Stickman Warriors, Stick Man Game,
Stick Man: The Fight. Collect bright points and increase in size! More stick - more power. Kill small sticks and get their glasses!

Show yourself - deftly dodge other stickman.

WEAPONS AND BONUSES

Collect powerful weapons for stickman games - it will help you win. Grab the hammer, ax or sword: chop and cut everyone you
can! There is no place for pity in this arena. Super bonus for the most agile - acceleration. You can be huge and very fast, but
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watch out for the enemies to not reach you.

Features:

Ragdoll Physics

A large set of costumes, weapons and bonuses

Raging battles and achievement tables

Bright graphics and user-friendly gameplay

Simple controls for your stick man fighting

Are you ready? Then collect all friends and check who's the fastest in Stickman Warriors!
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battle stickman io. stickman.io unblocked. stickman ios games. stickman io games. stickman.io superme. stickman io.
stickman.io steam

In one hand, whatever the price is .. it is too expensive .. and the Banner\/Cover it's a lie like the games of the 90's with amazing
covers and trashy GFX.. it's just a Pond Koi fish simulator with an intentionally-awful-visual-design ............................................
............................................................................................................................................................................................................
............................................................................................................................................................................................................
.................................
 but it can give you pleasure... for reasons.. and the in-game music is pretty cool ;)

Get it and push the limits of your Watercooled Ryzen 2700X + RTX2080TI + 32G RAM + 3440x1440 Display
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